
Announcing a flocking of 

The Hampshire Bird Club Auxiliary 
The Hampshire Bird Club Auxiliary -- familiarly known as Hambircaux 
(pronounced ham'-bir-cawks -- or ham-bir-cawks -- or more correctly 
ham-bir- cawks', with the accent on the last syllable and with the emphasis a 
chicken gives to its terminal vocal contribution upon having its neck wrung) is a 
fully subsidized (or, depending upon the source of income) subsidizing appendage 
of the Hampshire Bird Club. (This organization also has a name used by 
intimates, Hambirc. The obvious pronunciation of this word is ham'-birk, but of 
course it usually comes out as ham'-burg so that members of the HBC know each 
other as hamburgers -- or every once In a while as turkeys, the etymology of 
which is lost in the mists of time to all except a few.) 

The purpose of Hambircaux is to provide a measure of stability for Hambircers 
who otherwise have been known to try to fly off in all directions at once, to 
provide an incentive to honesty in reporting (especially important at times of bird 
counts and vital on trips to Monhegan Island), and the usual morale and financial 
support to Hambircers. This heroic (but largely unsung) purpose will take wing on 
Monday evening, January 9, 1989 at 7:30 p.m. at the first meeting of 1989 of the 
Hambirc. (Remember that these same hambircers will have gotten a lengthy start 
on Hambircaux Many will have arisen at an unbirdly hour on the first day of the 
year, New Year's Day, a day most sane people dedicate to parades, football and 
Alka Seltzer, to begin their afflictions anew. We can't get started early 
enough I) 

We urge you to try to attend this meeting. The program will be given by one of the 
most notorious hambircers, ex-Chief Hambircer Scott Surner, , on a subject 
normally unknown to--and hence uncorrectable by--most hambircauxers, Birds of 
Newfoundland (most will ask "Where the heck is Newfoundland, for Pete's sake, 
and who would want to go there even if they knew where it was?"). But at least 
three hambircauxers have actually been to the place he'll almost certainly 
over- describe. Come help us bear the weight of our auxiliary's purpose. We can 
report that at least the refreshments are usually good. 

Carlos Ortiz , Hambircaux 
Bill Venman , Hambircaux 
Darlene Surner , Hambircaux 

Sponsored by the Hampshire Bird Club Auxiliary. If you want to learn more about 
Hambircaux, contact one of us. No contributions are necessary. We only need your 
sunnort_ cert2inly more than the hamhircers dol 


